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Vonn Surprises Maze, Winning Giant Slalom 
Lindsey Vonn beat her rival Tina Maze in Maze’s best discipline Saturday, earning a surprising victory in a giant slalom in 
Maribor, Slovenia.  

 

 

Lindsey Vonn of the United States, above, defeated her rival Tina Maze  
on Maze’s home snow in Slovenia on Saturday.  

Vonn proved again that she is back to her best after an illness by putting down two good runs in what is traditionally her 
weakest event to win in 2 minutes 22.2 seconds. Maze had a chance to secure her third title in a giant slalom and led 
after a near-perfect first run, but a poor start to the second cost her valuable time and she finished 0.08 seconds behind.  
Vonn was third after the first run but overcame several errors to have the fastest time in the second and create a margin 
that Maze could not bridge. “In the second run, I decided, O.K., it’s all or nothing,” Vonn said. “I had to go for it.”  
Vonn earned her first giant slalom victory since last March, and her second win in a week after taking the downhill in 
Cortina D’Ampezzo, Italy.  With her 59th World Cup win over all, she is three from equaling Annemarie Moser Proell’s 
record on the women’s side.  
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INTRODUCTION: (a) The radius(r) of Giant Slalom 

turns must be 27 meters by international rules. 
This rule is from the site: www.skis.com 
 
QUESTIONS: (a) Convert 27 m to ft.? (b) Find the speed 
(v) Vonn is carving out these turns about the slalom 
poles? Find speed in ft/s   and  mph. 
 
HINTS: Vonn is not accelerating vertically so some of 
forces in vertical direction must = 0.    F sinӨ = mg 
But, she is accelerating horizontally due to a change in 
direction of her velocity vector. Horizontal acceleration  
means there must be a horizontal centripetal force. 
F cosӨ provides the required centripetal force. Thus, 
 F cosӨ = mv

2
/r  ,  (sinӨ)/(cosӨ) = tanӨ  ,  

 88 ft/s = 60 mph 
 
ANSWER: (a) r = 88.56 ft. (b) 53.23 ft/s  or  ~ 32.3 mph 

This speed is quite reasonable since giant slalom is ~ 65 gates 
with 172 ft diameter/gate and skied in ~ 2 min. 22 s as Vonn. 
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